Zero-point vibrational corrections to isotropic hyperfine coupling constants in polyatomic molecules
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The present work addresses isotropic hyperfine coupling constants in polyatomic systems with a particular emphasis on a largely neglected, but a posteriori significant, effect, namely zero-point vibrational corrections. Using the density functional restricted-unrestricted approach, the zero-point vibrational corrections are evaluated for the allyl radical and four of its derivatives. In addition for establishing the numerical size of the zero-point vibrational corrections to the isotropic hyperfine coupling constants, we present simple guidelines useful for identifying hydrogens for which such corrections are significant. Based on our findings, we critically re-examine the computational procedures used for the determination of hyperfine coupling constants in general as well as the practice of using experimental hyperfine coupling constants as reference data when benchmarking and optimizing exchange-correlation functionals and basis sets for such calculations.

I. Introduction

Electronic struture theory in general, and density functional theory (DFT) in particular, has in recent years evolved to become a sophisticated modeling approach capable of determining electronic g-tensors,1–10 hyperfine coupling constants,8,9,11–18 and zero-field splitting parameters19–25 of a variety of paramagnetic compounds. Despite the significant progress witnessed in this area, the capability of DFT to accurately predict these quantities beyond the domain of organic radicals are still under debate and can at present only be considered semi-quantitatively or qualitatively correct for the most important classes of systems such as paramagnetic transition metal complexes.4,9,14,26–28 Among the electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spin Hamiltonian parameters, the hyperfine coupling constants (HFCCs) are the most problematic to calculate, as they require a computational approach that must be capable of accurately describing the electron density distribution in regions near the magnetic nuclei, and at the same time be capable of accounting for the conformational, environmental and vibrational effects.26,29 Due to the inherent complexity of procedures for calculating the latter effects, the strict evaluation of HFCCs has remained limited to small, mostly organic, radicals with few atoms, and so far only a handful of such studies have been carried out29–33 and the first results were presented only recently by Barone et al.34–39 In order to cope with the computational demands for larger radicals, the vibrational effects on the HFCCs are usually neglected entirely40–43 or accounted for using a single large amplitude motion model.36,44–46 This follows from the fact that a straightforward numerical evaluation of the full vibrational corrections to HFCCs, with both zero-point and finite temperature contributions, becomes unfeasible already for medium-size polyatomic molecules. The strategy outlined for the determination of HFCCs, in which all important effects are accounted for except for the vibrational corrections, are widely accepted and have been applied quite extensively to various organic radicals40–43 and several transition metal complexes.9,14

The notion that vibrational effects on HFCCs are overall insignificant in practical calculations, except from special cases such as the methyl radical,47 has become common practice and most investigations of HFCCs have thus until now been carried out without taking vibrational effects into consideration.

The vibrational contributions to hyperfine coupling constants can be separated into two distinct types; zero-point and temperature dependent vibrational corrections, where the former arises from the vibrational part of the total wave function at zero temperature and the latter refers to an ensemble of molecular excited vibrational states occupied at the temperature of measurement and with corrections due to centrifugal distortions arising from the population of higher rotational states. The size of the temperature-dependent vibrational corrections can be deduced from a variable temperature or/and isotope substitution EPR experiments, but while many examples of such measurements have been presented over the years,48–51 they are severely hampered by the stability of radicals over the typical range of temperatures required in the measurements. The extraction of “pure” HFCCs corresponding to zero temperature has consequently remained limited to selected stable radicals. The lack of extensive experimental data has restricted the development of empirical guidelines for a priori identification of radicals in which a significant temperature-dependent vibrational correction to the HFCCs can be expected. It is clear that both theoretical and experimental investigations of temperature-dependent vibrational corrections to HFCCs are warranted in order to establish their importance.

The estimation of zero-point vibrational corrections (ZPVCs) to HFCCs is even more complicated, since the
ZPVCs cannot be extracted directly from experiment and must rather rely on theoretical calculations only. Unfortunately, only a limited number of computational results for zero-point vibrational corrections to HFCCs are currently available\(^{29-39}\) and this is clearly insufficient for making any conclusion on their importance for even very specific classes of organics radicals. Thus, new systematic studies of ZPVCs to HFCCs for general organic radicals and paramagnetic transition metal complexes are called for in order to advance our understanding of their importance.

In this work we take the first step towards a systematic investigation of zero-point vibrational corrections to hyperfine coupling constants, using hydrogens in allylic radicals as a case study. In addition to numerically evaluating the ZPVCs, we also formulate guidelines for identifying the cases in which ZPVCs to HFCCs of hydrogens can be expected to be significant. These guidelines will hopefully aid in computations of hydrogen HFCCs in other organic radicals as well as for more rigorous interpretations of experimental results. In the following, we briefly describe the computational methodology used to evaluate ZPVCs to isotropic HFCCs in polyatomic radicals and present the results for the allyl radical and four of its derivatives. We conclude by presenting the guidelines for identifying hydrogens with large ZPVCs for the isotropic HFCCs and critically re-examine the computational procedure used for determining HFCCs in view of these new findings.

II. Zero-point vibrational corrections to hyperfine coupling constants: computational strategy for polyatomic radicals

The isotropic hyperfine coupling constants of protons as well as of other light magnetic nuclei are almost exclusively defined by the Fermi contact (FC) interaction between the spin of the magnetic nucleus and the spins of the unpaired electrons in the paramagnetic molecule.\(^{26,29}\) The task of computing these constants can be readily accomplished with the help of first order perturbation theory and for DFT methods that are variational with respect to triplet perturbations, this approach reduce to a straightforward evaluation of an expectation value of the FC operator.\(^{26,29}\) Therefore, in DFT, the isotropic HFCCs are mostly evaluated using the unrestricted Kohn–Sham (UKS) formalism,\(^{11,12,14,15}\) in which the advantage of the stability of an unrestricted energy functional with respect to triplet perturbations is exploited. Despite the inherent simplicity of this computational procedure in the unrestricted formalism, it suffers from problems due to spin contamination of the unrestricted Kohn–Sham wave functions which introduces unpredictable errors for radicals with a spin-contaminated ground state, an issue that in general cannot be controlled in an efficient way. In this work we employ an alternative DFT methodology for the evaluation of HFCCs constants, namely the restricted-unrestricted (DFT-RU) approach,\(^{9,16,18}\) which is free from spin-contamination problems. This approach is based on the open-shell spin-restricted Kohn–Sham formalism for the ground state\(^{52}\) and on an unrestricted approach for the perturbational treatment of triplet properties.\(^{9,16,18}\) In this way, spin-contamination of the ground state is avoided while spin polarization still is included in the property evaluation (here the isotropic HFCCs).\(^{9,16,18}\) In the DFT-RU approach, the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of the n-th nucleus can be computed as

\[
A_{n}^{\text{iso}} = \left\langle 0 \left| \frac{\partial^2 \mathcal{H}_{FC}}{\partial \mathcal{S}_z \partial \mathcal{P}_z} \right| 0 \right\rangle + \left\langle 0 \left| \frac{\partial^2 \mathcal{H}_{FC}}{\partial \mathcal{S}_z \partial \mathcal{P}_z} \mathcal{H}_0 \right| 0 \right\rangle \bigg|_{\mathcal{S}_z = 0, \mathcal{P}_z = 0},
\]

where \(\mathcal{S}_z\) is the Cartesian \(z\) component of the effective electronic spin, \(\mathcal{P}_z\) is the Cartesian \(z\) component of the nuclear spin of the n-th magnetic nucleus, \(\mathcal{H}_{FC}\) is the FC operator, and \(\mathcal{H}_0\) is the zeroth-order Kohn–Sham Hamiltonian of the unperturbed system. In eqn (1), the first term is the conventional expectation value of the FC operator, which describes the direct spin-density contribution to the FC interaction, and the second term is the spin polarization correction to the FC interaction. The latter describes the electron density relaxation in the presence of a triplet perturbation such as the FC operator, and is given by a triplet linear response function following previous work by Rinkevicius et al.\(^{9,16}\) Therefore, in the DFT-RU approach, the direct spin-density and spin polarization contributions to the isotropic HFCCs are strictly separated and a rigorous analysis of each contribution is possible. These advantages of the DFT-RU method have already been exploited in studies of HFCCs of organic radicals.\(^{16,18}\) Due to these features, we will use the DFT-RU approach for the evaluation of zero-point vibrational corrections to HFCCs in this study.

In polyatomic molecules the most convenient strategy for evaluating ZPVCs to molecular properties is to employ perturbation theory for the vibrational wave functions and in this way compute zero-point vibrational corrections up to a desirable order in the perturbation theory expansion.\(^{53-55}\) Among these types of approaches, two distinct formalisms are most commonly employed in studies of ZPVCs to molecular properties: in one approach the property is expanded around the equilibrium geometry of the molecule and both harmonic and anharmonic vibrational corrections are computed in a perturbative manner,\(^{53,54}\) in the second formalism, the property is expanded around the so-called effective geometry,\(^{56}\) with the harmonic correction computed as a perturbation, while the anharmonic correction is given by the difference between the property values evaluated at the equilibrium and effective geometries of the molecule, respectively.\(^{55}\) In this work, we adopt the second formalism for the evaluation of ZPVCs to the isotropic hyperfine coupling constants, as it has been shown to be the more accurate one in studies of ZPVCs to properties of diatomic molecules, see the work Åstrand, Ruud and Sundholm.\(^{57}\) Within the second formalism, the zero-point vibrationally corrected isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of nucleus \(n\) can be written as

\[
A_{n}^{\text{iso}} = A_{n}^{\text{iso}} + \frac{1}{4} \sum_{K} \left( \frac{\partial^2 A_{n}^{\text{iso}}}{\partial Q_K^2} \right) \delta^2 Q_K,
\]

where \(A_{n}^{\text{iso}}\) is the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant evaluated at the effective geometry, \(\delta^2 A_{n}^{\text{iso}}/\partial Q_K^2\) is the second derivative of \(A_{n}^{\text{iso}}\) with respect to normal mode \(Q_K\), \(\delta^2 Q_K\) is the
corresponding $K$'th vibrational frequency computed at the effective geometry, and the summation index $K$ runs over all vibrational modes of the molecule, i.e., over $(3N - 6)$ modes for non-linear and $(3N - 5)$ modes for linear molecules, $N$ being the number of atoms in molecule. In the above equation, we can readily identify the first term as the sum of the isotropic HFCCs at the equilibrium geometry $A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}$ and its anharmonic zero-point vibrational correction $A_{n,\text{anh}}^{\text{iso}}$, i.e., $A_{n,\text{calc}}^{\text{iso}} = A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}} + A_{n,\text{anh}}^{\text{iso}}$ and the second term as the harmonic zero-point vibrational correction $A_{n,\text{harm}}^{\text{iso}}$ to $A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}$, respectively. From these two ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCC, the evaluation of the latter correction is more demanding computationally as it requires the determination of the geometric Hessian and the second derivatives of $A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}$ with respect to the vibrational modes at the effective geometry, while the evaluation of the former correction is rather straightforward and requires only an isotropic HFCC computation at the equilibrium and effective geometries. In addition to these computations, the calculation of ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCCs also requires a determination at the effective geometry of the molecule, which can be obtained from a calculation at the equilibrium geometry $\{R_{\text{eql},K}\}$ in the following manner

$$\{R_{\text{eff},K}\} = \{R_{\text{eql},K}\} - \frac{1}{4\Omega L} \sum_{L}^{(3)} P_{\text{eq},K,L}^{(3)}.$$  

where $P_{\text{eq},K,L}^{(3)}$ is the semidiagonal elements of the cubic force field at the equilibrium geometry. In short, our evaluation of ZPVCs to HFCCs consists of four steps: (1) determination of the effective geometry; (2) evaluation of the anharmonic zero-point vibrational correction to $A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}$; (3) determination of the geometric Hessian at the effective geometry; and (4) evaluation of the harmonic ZPVC contribution to $A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}$. The strategy outlined for the evaluation of ZPVCs to HFCCs is computationally more demanding compared to the more frequently used approach, which is based on an expansion of the molecular property around the equilibrium geometry instead of the effective geometry. However, in many cases the numerical evaluation of $\partial^2 A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}/\partial Q_{K}^2$ derivatives forms the dominant computational step in the whole procedure, and, in our opinion, the gains in accuracy obtained by expanding the isotropic HFCCs around the effective geometry instead of the equilibrium geometry outweighs the additional computational cost of the former. In this work, we therefore employ the methodology based on the effective geometry for evaluating the ZPVCs to the isotropic hyperfine coupling constants.

### III. Computational details

In order to illustrate our methodology for computing vibrational corrections to HFCCs, we investigate in detail one specific class of $\pi$-type organic radicals, namely allylic radicals. The main criteria for the selection of these radicals are that they do not contain any methyl groups or any groups or fragments with shallow double-well potentials, and that their lowest-energy conformations are well separated from other conformations. In addition, experimental EPR measurements have been conducted at low temperature and with an innocuous environment such as noble gas matrices or liquid alkanes. Following these initial considerations, we have chosen to include five allylic radicals in our test set (see Fig. 1): the allyl radical (C$2\nu$ symmetry, $^2A_2$ ground state), the cyclobutenyl radical (C$2\nu$ symmetry, $^2A_2$ ground state), the cyclopentenyl radical (C$2\nu$ symmetry, $^2A_2$ ground state), the bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical (C$4_s$ symmetry, $^2A''$ ground state) and the 1-hydronaphthyl radical (C$4_s$ symmetry, $^2A''$ ground state).

Equilibrium and effective geometries of the radicals as well as their geometric Hessians at the effective geometries have been obtained using the spin-restricted open-shell Kohn–Sham formalism, where geometry optimization is performed using analytical geometrical gradients and where the calculation of effective geometries and the geometric Hessian at this geometry uses numerical first and second geometric derivatives. All calculations of the geometrical parameters and the quadratic and cubic fields of the radicals have been performed using the B3LYP exchange–correlation functional and the TZV2P basis set according to recommendations by Boese et al. The DFT-RU calculations of the isotropic hyperfine coupling constants at the equilibrium and effective geometries as well as the numerical evaluation of the $\partial^2 A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}/\partial Q_{K}^2$ derivatives, in contrast to the force fields calculations, have been carried out using the HIII-su3 basis set, which ensures an accurate description of the electron density in the inner core as well as the valence regions of the molecule. The selection of the HIII-su3 basis set is motivated by its inherent good accuracy; isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens obtained in this basis set are close to the ones obtained with the larger and computationally considerably more expensive HIV-su4 basis set, which have been used in earlier DFT-RU benchmark studies of organic radicals.

After settling the main computational details of the ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCCs, let us now turn to the more subtle aspects of these calculations, namely the numerical evaluation of the quadratic and cubic force fields, and the $\partial^2 A_{n,\text{eql}}^{\text{iso}}/\partial Q_{K}^2$.
derivatives. We have used a three-point differentiation scheme in all these calculations, where the cubic force field elements and $\partial^3 A_{i,j}^{\text{eff}}/\partial Q_k^3$ derivatives have been taken along the normal coordinates of the vibrational modes, and where the quadratic force field elements have been computed using Cartesian displacements. In order to ensure numerical stability of this numerical differentiation we used a step size of 0.0075 a.u. as recommended by Ruud, Astrand and Taylor, and also tightened the convergence thresholds of the iterative solution of the Kohn–Sham and linear response equations to $10^{-9}$ gradient norm and $10^{-7}$ residual norm, respectively. All calculations have been carried out in a parallel fashion using the development version of DALTON quantum chemistry program, allowing us to perform ZPVCs even for medium-sized organic radicals, having from twenty or more atoms.

IV. Results and discussion

We will try to address ZPVCs corrections to isotropic HFCCs in general using hydrogens in allylic radicals as a basis for the discussion. We will first focus on the isotropic HFCCs and the impact of ZPVCs on each radical separately before we extract the important factors common to all the ZPVCs of the isotropic HFCCs in the allylic radicals and propose guidelines for identifying hydrogens with significant ZPVCs in these and other \( \pi \)-type organic radicals.

A. Allyl radical

Among the radicals investigated in this work, the allyl radical has previously been extensively studied and many works both by experimentalists and theoreticians have been devoted to the hyperfine structure of its EPR spectrum. The isotropic hyperfine coupling constants of both hydrogens and carbons in this radical arise solely from spin polarization effects and follow a specific pattern: the isotropic HFCC of the hydrogen in this radical arise solely from spin polarization effects and only a small fraction of the HOMO and LUMO (see Fig. 2), and only a small fraction of spin polarization originates from TORs involving the SOMO. Thus, spin polarization is associated predominantly with \( \pi \)-type orbitals of \( b_1 \) symmetry, see the pictures of the HOMO and LUMO in Fig. 2. Due to the structure of these orbitals, the isotropic HFCCs of the hydrogens follow a distinct pattern: for the allylic radicals and propose guidelines for identifying hydrogens with significant ZPVCs in these and other \( \pi \)-type organic radicals.

B3LYP functional, provide a more accurate description of isotropic HFCCs in the allyl radical compared to contemporary electron-correlated \( ab\text{ initio} \) methods, since the latter appear incapable of providing a balanced description of spin polarization. So far, highly correlated \( ab\text{ initio} \) methods beyond the CCSD model have not been applied to study the allyl radical due to the size of this molecule.

Before we turn to the discussion of ZPVCs to isotropic hydrogen HFCCs, we briefly consider the mechanism responsible for the non-vanishing isotropic HFCCs in the allyl radical. Since this radical has a 2\( _D \) ground state with an unpaired electron residing in the SOMO of \( \sigma_2 \) symmetry (see Fig. 2), the direct spin-density contribution (first term in eqn (1)) to the isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens vanishes. Therefore, as we already mentioned, the \( \pi \), \( \pi \)-type spin polarization effects are responsible for the non-zero isotropic HFCCs if ZPVCs are neglected. In the DFT-RU approach, this fact manifests itself in that the only non-vanishing elements of the Lagrangian vector (the second term in eqn (1)) are those associated with triplet orbital rotations (TORs) between \( \pi \)-type molecular orbitals. Furthermore, a detailed analysis of the Lagrangian vector reveals that the dominant spin-polarization contribution is associated with TORs involving the HOMO and LUMO (see Fig. 2), and only a small fraction of spin polarization originates from TORs involving the SOMO.

Thus, spin polarization is associated predominantly with \( \pi \)-type orbitals of \( b_1 \) symmetry, see the pictures of the HOMO and LUMO in Fig. 2. Due to the structure of these orbitals, the isotropic HFCCs of the hydrogens follow a distinct pattern: for the allylic radicals and propose guidelines for identifying hydrogens with significant ZPVCs in these and other \( \pi \)-type organic radicals.

Anharmonic and harmonic zero-point vibration corrections, \( A_{\text{inh}} \) and \( A_{\text{har}} \), to the isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens in the allyl radical are tabulated in Table 1. We here see that \( |A_{\text{inh}}| \) is negligible for all hydrogens and does not exceed \( \pm 0.1 \) G. On the other hand, \( A_{\text{har}} \) is negligible only for hydrogens in the terminal \(-\text{CH}_2\) group, being less than 0.2 G, but it is relatively large for the central hydrogen where \( A_{\text{har}} \) becomes 1.24 G. Thus, the overall changes in \( A_{\text{inh}}(H(1,3)) \) and \( A_{\text{har}}(H(1,3)) \) due to ZPVCs are small, and only \( A_{\text{har}}(H(2)) \) is significantly affected by the ZPVCs (increasing by 29.5%; see Table 1). The ZPVCs for the central hydrogen is positive (1.32 G) and adding it to \( A_{\text{inh}}(H(2)) \) does not therefore improve agreement with experiment, the deviation between the computed and the experimental isotropic HFCC values rather increases from 0.41 G to 1.73 G. This result indicates that DFT at the B3LYP level overestimates spin polarization effects on the central hydrogen atom and that an account of ZPVCs exposes this deficiency of the B3LYP functional, thus emphasizing the inherent danger of neglecting ZPVCs to isotropic HFCCs in general. Similar observations have been made in connection to exchange-correlation functionals optimized for reproducing experimental magnetic properties.

Let us now analyze the dominant harmonic contribution to the ZPVCs for the central hydrogen in the allyl radical. For
this purpose, we have in Fig. 2 plotted the three vibrational modes that give the largest contributions to $A^\text{iso}$ of $(H_2)$: (1) the central CH bond rocking; (2) the central CH bond bending; and (3) the antisymmetric twisting of the terminal $-CH_2$ groups accompanied with a low amplitude motion of the central hydrogen atom. According to eqn (2), part of the total harmonic ZPVC covered by a single vibrational mode depends on the frequency of the mode and the magnitude of the second derivative of $A^\text{iso}$ with respect to the normal coordinates of this vibrational mode. Among the three vibrational modes plotted in Fig. 2 the antisymmetric twisting of the $-CH_2$ groups is responsible for 80% of $A^\text{iso}$ of $(H_2)$, while the individual contributions from the remaining two vibrations associated with the central CH group motion are considerably smaller and furthermore effectively cancel each other due to their opposite signs. The main reason for the antisymmetric twisting of the terminal $-CH_2$ groups to play a dominant role in defining the size of $A^\text{iso}$ of $(H_2)$ is that the distortion along the normal coordinate of this vibration introduces a non-vanishing direct spin-density contribution to $A^\text{eff}(H_2)$ (see the SOMO localization in Fig. 2) and consequently $\partial^2 A^\text{iso}/\partial Q^2$ is rather large for this mode, $18.68 \text{ G/a.u.}^2$. The two other vibrations plotted in Fig. 2 do not affect the allyl radical SOMO and the distortions along the normal coordinates of these vibrations do therefore not introduce any direct contribution to the spin-density of $A^\text{eff}(H_2)$, but rather influence the HOMO and LUMO orbitals which are responsible for the spin-polarization contribution to $A^\text{eff}(H_2)$. This second mechanism for generating the non-vanishing direct spin-density contribution to $A^\text{eff}(H_2)$ involves only spin polarization, is less effective than the one that is dependent on the direct spin-density participation. This fact is reflected by the smaller values of $\partial^2 A^\text{iso}/\partial Q^2$ with respect to vibrations involving the motion of the central CH bond (see Fig. 2). Thus, we would like to point out that vibrations capable of distorting the molecule in a way that allows for a large direct...
spin-density contribution to the isotropic HFCC of the targeted hydrogen are the most important ones in computations of harmonic ZPVCs to isotropic HFCCs. In the case of the central hydrogen of the allyl radical, which we have analyzed in detail here, $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{1,3})$ is dominated by a single vibrational contribution, namely the antisymmetric twisting of the terminal $-\text{CH}_2$ groups, and validate in this case the notion that the ZPVC to the isotropic HFCCs is in essence an effect dependent on a single vibrational mode.

B. Cyclobutenyl radical

Studies of the cyclobutenyl radical are considerably fewer in number than for its parent compound, the allyl radical, and to the best of our knowledge only experimental investigations of the hyperfine structure of its EPR spectra have been carried out until now, see Krusic et al.\textsuperscript{76}. The lack of theoretical studies of the isotropic HFCCs of the cyclobutenyl radical might be explained by the fact that its electronic structure is perceived to be very similar to the allyl radical; this radical has also a $^2A_2$ ground state and its isotropic HFCCs for the hydrogens, including the $\beta$ hydrogens (see Fig. 1), are, in analogy to the allyl radical, determined solely by spin polarization effects. Despite these similarities, the isotropic HFCCs of the hydrogens in the cyclobutenyl radical computed at the equilibrium geometry (see Table 1) do not agree so well with experiment, showing discrepancies of $\pm 1.5$ G compared to $\pm 1.0$ G for the allyl radical. This result indicates that the overestimation of spin polarization by the B3LYP functional is more pronounced in the cyclobutenyl radical than for its parent compound. Despite this shortcoming, our DFT-RU calculations recover correctly the typical alternation pattern of the isotropic HFCCs of the hydrogens located on the allylic fragment and provides overall a semiquantitative level of accuracy.

As one can see from Table 1, in analogy to the allyl radical, the anharmonic ZPVCs to $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}$ is negligible for all hydrogens in the cyclobutenyl radical and their absolute values do not exceed 0.1 G. The harmonic ZPVC to $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}$, on the other hand, is rather small only for the central hydrogen of the allylic fragment of this radical and for all remaining hydrogens $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}$ is positive, around 1G. Thus, the harmonic ZPVCs is completely different for the cyclobutenyl radical compared to the allyl radical, in which only the central hydrogen exhibited significant harmonic ZPVC to its isotropic HFCCs. The main reason for the small $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{2})$ in the cyclobutenyl radical is the unfavorable structure of its vibrational subsystem, as none of the vibrational modes induces a distortion of effective geometry that would allow for a significant direct spin-density contribution to $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{2})$. This finding reaffirms the observation made above that the spin polarization is rather ineffective as a mechanism for generating large $\partial^2 A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}/\partial Q_k^2$ derivatives, required for obtaining a non-negligible harmonic ZPVC to $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}$. The other two hydrogens, $H_{11}$ and $H_{13}$, associated with the allylic fragment of the cyclobutenyl radical feature rather significant $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}$, with a value of 1.1 G. As one can see from Fig. 3, the harmonic ZPVC contribution to $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{1,3})$ arises from a single vibration, namely the antisymmetric bending of the terminal CH bonds in the allylic fragment, as this vibrational mode allows for a strong direct spin-density contribution from the SOMO of $a_2$ symmetry to $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{1,3})$. The other two hydrogens which exhibit large $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}$ are the two equivalent $\beta$ hydrogens for which $A_{\text{har}}^{\text{iso}}$ is 0.94 G.

The $\beta$ hydrogens stand out from the remaining hydrogens as they are not lying in the plane of the allylic fragment and only because they are positioned exactly on the principal symmetry axis, the direct spin-density contribution to their isotropic HFCCs is zero. This special feature of $H_{\beta}$ influences the harmonic ZPVC to its $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}$ significantly. In terms of the magnitude of $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{\beta})$, it is only slightly different from $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{1,3})$, but the unique position of the $\beta$ hydrogens with respect to the SOMO of the cyclobutenyl radical (see Fig. 3) makes $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{\beta})$ dominant due to contributions from three vibrational modes. These vibrations are depicted in Fig. 3. They share a common feature, namely that distortions along the normal coordinates for each of the vibrations lead to a non-vanishing direct spin-density contribution to $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{\beta})$ from the SOMO of the cyclobutenyl radical. As shown in Fig. 3, these three vibrational modes contribute up to 61% of the total $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}(H_{\beta})$, while the remaining part originates in small contributions associated with the other vibrational modes (not depicted in Fig. 3). Thus, the harmonic ZPVCs of the $\beta$ hydrogens in this radical is due to vibrational multimode effects and can consequently not be rationalized using a single vibrational mode model. This finding clearly shows that in some cases such as the $\beta$ hydrogens described above, the only feasible way of evaluating the harmonic part of the
ZPVCs is by full-scale calculations of this correction with all vibrational modes accounted for. Let us conclude the discussion of the cyclobutenyl radical by establishing the impact of these ZPVCs. The addition of ZPVCs to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}$ improves the agreement between computed and experimental isotropic HFCCs for the terminal hydrogens of the allyl fragment; upon addition of ZPVCs, $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H_{1(3)})$ decreases from $-16.60 \text{ G}$ to $-15.52 \text{ G}$ (see $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}$ and $A_{\text{eff}}^{\text{iso}}$ in Table 1) and consequently becomes in better agreement with the experimental result, which is $-15.20 \text{ G}$. For the remaining hydrogens of the cyclobutenyl radical, the correction of $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}$ with ZPVCs leads to larger deviations of from the experimental data, with the $\beta$ hydrogens being most affected. Accounting for vibrational corrections in calculations of isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens leads for both the allyl and cyclobutenyl radicals to a similar effect, but the importance of the changes in the HFCCs for the specific hydrogens varies due to the different size of the ZPVCs in the two radicals. As a final note on the cyclobutenyl radical, we note that the isotropic HFCCs of the $\beta$ hydrogens in this radical behaves in a similar fashion as the isotropic HFCC of the central hydrogen of the allylic fragment, but the origin of the harmonic zero-point vibration correction is different for these hydrogens in the two radicals.

C. Cyclopentenyl radical

The third radical studied in this work, has, as was the case for the cyclobutenyl radical, only been studied experimentally. The main difference between cyclopentenyl and cyclobutenyl is the number of $\beta$ hydrogens and their location with respect to the principal axis (see Fig. 1): in cyclobutenyl the two equivalent $\beta$ hydrogens are located on the principal axis while in cyclopentenyl four equivalent $\beta$ hydrogens are displaced away from the principal symmetry axis. This positioning of the $\beta$ hydrogens in the latter radical leads to a non-vanishing direct spin-density contribution to the isotropic HFCCs from the SOMO of $a_2$ symmetry and makes these constants the largest among the isotropic HFCCs of the cyclopentenyl radical. More specifically, at the equilibrium geometry, the direct spin-density contribution to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ is 17.36 G and the spin polarization contribution to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ is 8.01 G. This result again emphasizes the importance of the direct spin-density contribution mechanism for obtaining large isotropic HFCCs. The $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}$ of the remaining hydrogens in cyclopentenyl behaves similarly to the previous two allylic radicals and arise solely from spin polarization effects. Comparing the DFT-RU results with experimental data, we can from Table 1 see that the computed $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}$ of the hydrogens located on the allylic fragment follow the trend observed for the allyl and cyclobutenyl radicals, and on average the deviations from the experimental results do not exceed $\pm 1.2 \text{ G}$. Unfortunately, the $\beta$ hydrogens show worse agreement with experiment and the computed $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ overshoot the experimental value by almost 4 G. The reason for this large error is probably due to the interplay of two effects: the overestimation of the spin polarization contribution to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ and a shortcoming of the B3LYP functional to accurately describe the delocalization of the SOMO, which is responsible for the direct spin-density contribution to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$. Further investigations appear necessary in order to understand these observations and to design a computational solution that may provide a uniform accuracy for the isotropic hydrogen HFCCs in radicals such as cyclopentenyl, without deteriorating the accuracy obtained for the other hydrogen HFCCs.

The anharmonic and harmonic ZPVCs to the isotropic hydrogen HFCCs in the cyclopentenyl radical is similar to the two smaller allylic radicals described above. Thus, the anharmonic ZPVC is negligible for all hydrogens located on the allylic fragment, while the harmonic ZPVC is rather large as it reaches up to around 0.5 G; that is 0.32 G for the central hydrogen and 0.55 G for the terminal hydrogens, respectively. Both $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(2))$ and $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(1,3))$ arise mainly from a single vibrational mode, namely the antisymmetric terminal CH bond rocking which is similar to the vibrational mode depicted in Fig. 3 for the cyclobutenyl radical. For the $\beta$ hydrogens, the anharmonic and harmonic ZPVCs are both non-negligible: $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(3))$ is $-0.22 \text{ G}$ and $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ is 1.20 G, respectively. Thus, the $\beta$ hydrogens of the cyclopentenyl radical are examples where the anharmonicity of the force field at the equilibrium geometry provides an efficient pathway for obtaining a sizable contribution to the total ZPVCs for the hydrogen HFCCs. $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ also exhibits a novel behavior compared to the previously considered harmonic ZPVCs, that is, it has a true multimode nature and at least 8 vibrational modes, depicted in Fig. 4, contribute to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$. This behavior of $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ can be readily understood recalling the fact that both the direct spin-density and the spin polarization contributions to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$ are non-vanishing, and consequently that there are many vibrational modes which have non-negligible $\partial^2 A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}/\partial \Omega^2$, contributing to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}(H(\beta))$. For the $\beta$ hydrogens, the only way to estimate the ZPVC is a full-scale computation of both the harmonic and anharmonic ZPVCs, including all vibrational modes of the radical. The local single dominant vibrational mode approach is clearly not applicable in this case. We conclude the discussion of the isotropic HFCCs in the cyclopentenyl radical by noting that, in analogy with the cyclobutenyl radical case, an addition of the ZPVCs to $A_{\text{iso}}^{\text{eff}}$ improves the agreement with experiment for the terminal hydrogens of the allylic fragment, while for the central hydrogen of the allylic fragment as well as for the $\beta$ hydrogens the opposite is true. Therefore, despite the different nature of the ZPVCs for some hydrogens in the cyclopentenyl radical compared to cyclobutenyl and allyl radicals, the general effect of accounting for zero-point vibrational corrections to the isotropic HFCCs lead to a similar impact for all three allylic radicals.

D. Bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical

The bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical combines the main features of the cyclobutenyl and cyclopentenyl radicals. In addition to the hydrogens associated with the allylic fragment, which are common for all three radicals, it also has two distinct sets of hydrogens with a different nature for their isotropic HFCCs. The first set of hydrogens consist of H$_{(3)}$ and H$_{(5)}$, which are located in the symmetry plane of the molecule and consequently their isotropic HFCCs are determined solely by spin-polarization effects as was the case for the $\beta$ hydrogens
Molecular Vibrations

- CH₂ group asymmetrical stretching 2999.83 cm⁻¹ (H₂O: 11.28, 12%)
- H₂ group asymmetrical stretching 1277.65 cm⁻¹ (H₂O: 6.31, 10%)
- CH₂ group asymmetrical stretching 1497.11 cm⁻¹ (H₂O: 6.88, 13%)
- CH₂ group asymmetrical stretching 1149.12 cm⁻¹ (H₂O: 5.34, 10%)
- CH₂ group asymmetrical stretching 815.58 cm⁻¹ (H₂O: 3.59, 11%)
- CH₂ group asymmetrical stretching 170.17 cm⁻¹ (H₂O: 0.87, -22%)

Fig. 4 Main vibrational modes contributing to the harmonic ZPVC to the isotropic HFCC of the H₁⁰ hydrogens in the cyclopentenyl radical. For each depicted vibrational mode we give in parenthesis: the name of hydrogen, magnitude of the partial \( \frac{\partial A_{iso}^{q}}{\partial Q_{K}} \) derivative in G/au², and contribution of this mode to the total harmonic ZPVC in percent.

in the cyclobutetyl radical. The second set of hydrogens consists of two equivalent \( \beta \) hydrogens that are positioned out of the symmetry plane of the molecule, and consequently spin polarization gives a significant direct contribution to these isotropic HFCCs, as was the case for the cyclopentenyl radical. Due to these similarities with the cyclobutetyl and cyclopenteny radicals, the isotropic hydrogen HFCCs of the bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical also behaves in a similar fashion, i.e. the isotropic HFCCs computed at the equilibrium geometry overestimate, in terms of absolute values, the experimental results for all hydrogens except H(\( \delta \)) for which \( A_{iso}^{q} \) almost exactly matches the EPR measurement. We note that H(\( \delta \)) has a much smaller overestimation of the HFCC than any of the other hydrogens in this radical. This indicates the spin polarization contribution, which exclusively defines the isotropic HFCCs of these hydrogens, becomes less sensitive to the quality of the orbital description responsible for the spin polarization with increasing distance between these orbitals and the hydrogen for which the isotropic HFCC is computed. To illustrate this finding, let us consider \( A_{iso}^{q} \) for the hydrogens of the allylic fragment of the bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical and the two \( \delta \) hydrogens. An analysis of the Lagrangian vector indicates that the TOR involving the HOMO and LUMO orbitals is responsible for the major part of the spin polarization effect. Thus, since the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are located on three carbons of the allylic fragment, we expect a larger error in the spin polarization contribution to \( A_{iso}^{q} \) for hydrogens of the allylic fragment compared to the \( \delta \) hydrogens. Indeed, according to the results presented in Table 1, the computed \( A_{iso}^{q} \) values deviate from the experimental ones by roughly 1 G for the former set of hydrogens and only at most by 0.33 G for the latter set of hydrogens. This finding is important from a practical point of view, as it indicates that the shortcomings of the B3LYP functional in providing a balanced description of the \( \pi \), \( \pi \) spin polarization has a local nature and is most pronounced in the vicinity of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals. Consequently, the isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens far away from the allylic fragment on which the HOMO and LUMO orbitals are located can be described with greater accuracy. However, it is yet hard to judge if this trend is genuine for all larger allylic radicals or if it is specific to bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl.

The anharmonic and harmonic ZPVCs to the isotropic hydrogen HFCCs of the bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical can be separated into two groups by the nature of these corrections, where the first group comprises the ZPVCs which are located on the allylic fragment of the bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical as well as the \( \beta \) hydrogens, and where the second group comprises ZPVCs for the \( \delta \) hydrogens. The ZPVCs of the first group behaves similarly to the corresponding ZPVCs for the cyclopentenyl radical, which have been described in detail above, and the same mechanism is responsible for the harmonic part of the ZPVCs due to the structural and electronic similarity of these two radicals. Furthermore, the harmonic ZPVCs dominated by a single vibrational mode, like the ones encountered for the hydrogens of the radical allylic fragments, are very close in size for the two radicals (see Table 1): \( A_{iso}^{q} \) for \( \beta \) hydrogens is 0.32 G in cyclopentenyl and 0.24 G in bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl; \( A_{iso}^{q} \) for \( \delta \) hydrogens is 0.55 G in cyclopentenyl and 0.41 G in bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl. Thus, ZPVCs of this kind seem to be transferable between electronically and structurally similar radicals and, consequently, it seems sufficient to compute ZPVCs for the parent radical in order to approximately estimate these corrections in its derivatives. Unfortunately, this trend does not hold for the \( \beta \) hydrogens for which the harmonic ZPVCs differ between the two radicals by a factor of two, \( A_{iso}^{q} \) for \( \beta \) hydrogens is 1.20 G for the cyclopentenyl and 0.63 G for bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl, due to the multimode nature of the harmonic ZPVC of the \( \beta \) hydrogens, leading to a nonlocal dependence on the structure of the radical.

The ZPVCs from the second group, which consist of two \( \delta \) hydrogens, behave differently from the first group with both anharmonic and harmonic ZPVCs being negligible. The small magnitude of the anharmonic ZPVCs is in line with our finding for other isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens defined solely by spin polarization effects, such as the hydrogens located on the allylic fragment of the radical. However, the small magnitude of the harmonic ZPVCs for the \( \delta \) hydrogens calls for a closer examination: A detailed analysis of \( A_{iso}^{q} \) for these hydrogens shows that for all vibrational modes, \( \frac{\partial^{2} A_{iso}^{q}}{\partial Q_{K}^{2}} \) derivatives is small due to the fact that the direct spin-density contribution to \( A_{iso}^{q} \) is negligible in all cases when distorting along the normal coordinates of the vibrational mode. The main reason for the significantly diminished efficiency of the direct spin-density mechanism for the generation of sizable \( \frac{\partial^{2} A_{iso}^{q}}{\partial Q_{K}^{2}} \) derivatives is the large separation between the SOMO on which the unpaired electron is located and the hydrogen of interest. This in turn leads to a small spin density at the
position of this hydrogen. Taking this into account, we conclude that the ZPVCs to the isotropic hydrogen HFCCs, which are dominated by spin polarization effects, becomes rather small in cases when the separation between the hydrogen and the SOMO orbital is large in \( \pi \)-type radicals. Thus, knowledge of the localization and shape of the SOMO orbital allows for an \textit{a priori} identification of hydrogen atoms for which significant ZPVCs contributions.

### E. 1-Hydroxynaphthyl radical

The last allylic radical considered in this work is the 1-hydroxynaphthyl radical, which, in contrast to the four radicals described previously, has an extended \( \pi \)-orbital system localized on a phenyl ring and the allylic fragment of this radical, and consequently the mechanism of spin polarization is more complex in this radical. In its \( ^2A'' \) ground state, an unpaired electron is residing in the SOMO (see Fig. 5) localized predominantly on the allylic fragment and the isotropic HFCCs of all hydrogens lying in the symmetry plane of the molecule are therefore determined solely by the spin polarization effects. However, in the 1-hydroxynaphthyl radical, the \( \pi \), \( \pi \)-spin polarization mechanism is more complex and is not limited to the participation of the HOMO and LUMO orbitals as in the allylic radicals discussed above. In fact, a detailed analysis of the Lagrangian vector reveals that it contains three non-vanishing elements, being approximately of the same size, which are associated with the TORs involving the following orbital pairs: HOMO and LUMO, HOMO-1 and LUMO + 1, and HOMO-2 and LUMO + 2, respectively. All these orbitals are depicted in Fig. 5 and as one can see they are delocalized over the full backbone of the 1-hydroxynaphthyl radical and therefore provide an efficient pathway for obtaining non-vanishing isotropic HFCCs for the hydrogens localized on both the phenyl ring and the allylic fragment of the radical. In addition to the hydrogens lying in the symmetry plane of the 1-hydroxynaphthyl radical, there are also two equivalent \( \beta \) hydrogens which are located outside the symmetry plane. Consequently, their isotropic HFCCs are to a larger extent determined by the direct spin-density contribution (from the SOMO orbital of \( a'' \) symmetry, see Fig. 5), with the spin polarization contribution being of minor importance in this case.

Let us now compare the hydrogen HFCCs in the 1-hydroxynaphthyl radical computed using the DFT-RU approach at the equilibrium geometry with the experimental ENDOR data of Böhme and Wolf.\(^9\) As expected, the computed \( A_{\text{iso}} \) of the hydrogens in the 1-hydroxynaphthyl radical follow the trends observed previously for the smaller allylic radicals: \( A_{\text{iso}} \) of hydrogens located on the allylic fragment, in terms of absolute values, overestimate the experimental data by roughly 1 G; \( A_{\text{iso}} \) of the \( \beta \) hydrogens show, similarly to the \( \beta \) hydrogens in the cyclopentenyl radical, the largest deviation from the ENDOR results, the difference being 4.28 G; \( A_{\text{iso}} \) of the hydrogens located on the phenyl ring are in the overall best agreement with experimental results with an average deviation of typically less than 0.4G in magnitude, as was observed for the \( \delta \) hydrogens in the bicyclo[3.1.0] radical. These results again indicate that the B3LYP functional is not satisfactory for calculating isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens in allylic radicals as it has a tendency to overestimate, in terms of absolute values, both the direct spin-density and spin polarization contributions to the isotropic HFCCs. This is most likely due to a failure of the functional in capturing the (de)localization of the \( \pi \) orbitals, especially the SOMO, on the allylic fragment of these radicals.

Considering the ZPVCs to the HFCCs, we note from Table 1 that the anharmonic and harmonic ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCCs of the hydrogens at the phenyl ring are negligible. This follows from the fact that these hydrogens are far away from the SOMO localized on the allylic fragment and consequently the direct spin-density mechanism for generating sizable \( \partial^2 A_{\text{iso}} / \partial q^2 \) derivatives is ineffective, in agreement with our findings for the \( \delta \) hydrogens of the bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radical. For the hydrogens of the allylic fragment, with the exception of the terminal hydrogen \( H_{(1)} \), the ZPVCs behave similarly to the corresponding corrections in the allylic hydrogens of the other four radicals investigated in this work—that is, the anharmonic ZPVC to \( A_{\text{iso}} \) is negligible and the harmonic ZPVC to \( A_{\text{iso}} \) has a single-mode nature with a magnitude being between 0.23 G and

---

**Fig. 5** Molecular orbitals of the 1-hydroxynaphthyl radical and the main vibrational modes contributing to the harmonic ZPVC to the isotropic HFCC of the central \( H_{(2)} \) hydrogen in this radical. For each depicted vibrational mode we give in parenthesis: the name of hydrogen, magnitude of the partial \( \partial^2 A_{\text{iso}} / \partial q^2 \) derivative in \( \text{GHz}^2/\text{au}^2 \), and contribution of this mode to the total harmonic ZPVC in percent.
0.48 G. The only allylic hydrogen which do not fit this trend is H$_1$(a), which exhibits a small but non-negligible anharmonic ZPVC to $A_{\text{iso}}^\text{eq}$ and a negligible harmonic ZPVC to $A_{\text{iso}}^\text{st}$. The main reason for the very small harmonic ZPVC to H$_1$(a) in the 1-hydronaphthyl radical is the same as for the terminal hydrogens of the allyl radical, i.e. none of the vibrational modes induces a distortion of the effective geometry of the radical that would allow for a significant direct spin-density contribution to the isotropic HFCCs of this hydrogen.

The two remaining hydrogen HFCCs in the 1-hydronaphthyl radical which we have not yet discussed are the equivalent $\beta$ hydrogens. They exhibit the largest ZPVCs among the hydrogens of all allylic radical investigated in this work. In analogy to the $\beta$ hydrogens of the cyclopentenyl and bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radicals, the harmonic ZPVC to $A_{\text{iso}}^\text{st}(H(\beta))$ has a multimode character; its value is 1.40 G, which is slightly larger than the harmonic ZPVC for the $\beta$ hydrogens of the cyclopentenyl radical. Furthermore, due to the smaller anharmonicity of the force field in the region near the $\beta$ hydrogens, the anharmonic ZPVC is negligible and consequently the anharmonic ZPVC does not counteract the harmonic ZPVCs, as is the case for the cyclopentenyl and bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl radicals, and this is the reason the total ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCCs of the $\beta$ hydrogens in 1-hydronaphthyl radical is the largest one of our study.

To conclude the discussion of the ZPVCs to the isotropic hydrogen HFCCs of the 1-hydronaphthyl radical, let us examine the effect of these corrections for the agreement between computed and measured isotropic HFCCs. As expected, on the basis of our findings for the smaller allylic radicals considered in this work, only the H$_1$(3) of allylic ring benefits from taking ZPVCs into account in our DFT-RU calculations, for which the deviation between the computed and experimental isotropic HFCC decreases by 0.24 G (see Table 1). For the other hydrogens in the 1-hydronaphthyl radical, the addition of ZPVCs to their isotropic HFCCs computed at the equilibrium geometry leads to a worse agreement with experimental data, and the most pronounced increase of the discrepancies (from 4.28 G to 5.71 G, see Table 1) are observed for the $\beta$ hydrogens since they have the largest ZPVCs. Taking all these results into account, we conclude that taking into account the ZPVCs in DFT-RU HFCC calculations of isotropic hydrogen HFCCs does not improve the agreement with experimental results for the 1-hydronaphthyl radical, and thus highlight the deficiencies of the B3LYP functional in the description of the electronic structure of the allylic radicals.

**F. General trends in allylic radicals**

After describing the isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens in these different allylic compounds and the corresponding ZPVCs, we now summarize our findings and give some general estimates of the importance of these corrections for routine computations. The five allylic radicals have in total 22 unique hydrogens, with 19 hydrogens having their isotropic HFCCs determined solely by spin-polarization effects and 3 hydrogens having their isotropic HFCCs determined by both the direct spin-density contribution of the SOMO and spin-polarization effects. Overall, the isotropic HFCCs computed at the equilibrium geometry are in rather good agreement with the experimental data with a mean absolute deviation (MAD) of 1.07 G; the largest deviations are observed for the $\beta$ hydrogens in the cyclopentenyl, bicyclo[3.1.0]hexenyl and 1-hydronaphthyl radicals. Adding ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCCs evaluated at the equilibrium geometry, see $A_{\text{iso}}^\text{eq}$ in Table 1, increases the MAD to 1.30 G. Taking ZPVCs into account does therefore not lead to a better agreement with experiment. We note from Table 1 that only for 6 terminal hydrogens located on the allylic fragments of the radicals does the inclusion of ZPVCs lead to improved agreement with experimental data, whereas for the other 15 hydrogens, better agreement with experiment is obtained without considering ZPVCs. These results indicate that the B3LYP exchange–correlation functional systematically overestimates, in terms of absolute values, the spin polarization as well as the direct spin-density contributions to the isotropic HFCCs in the allylic radicals and only by virtue of error cancelation is the isotropic hydrogen HFCCs evaluated at the equilibrium geometry able to provide better agreement with experimental data than the more complete approach presented in this work. The neglect of ZPVCs in calculations of isotropic HFCCs can therefore potentially be dangerous as it can hide deficiencies in the exchange–correlation functional used in DFT calculations as seen for the B3LYP functional in this work. We therefore advocate that the efforts of tailoring basis set for computations of HFCCs as well as benchmark studies of the performance of exchange–correlation functionals should be carried out using effective experimental isotropic HFCCs references, in which all experimental isotropic HFCCs are corrected for by zero-point vibrational effects. Such an approach has already been recommended in the context of the calculation of indirect spin–spin coupling constants.80

From our DFT-RU results presented in Table 1, the hydrogen ZPVC is on average about 0.45 G, where the hydrogens located on the allylic fragment as well as the $\beta$ hydrogens exhibit the largest ZPVCs in terms of absolute values. However, the relative importance of the ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCCs varies significantly going from one type of hydrogen to another. For the $\beta$ hydrogens, which exhibit large direct spin-density contributions to their isotropic HFCCs, the addition of ZPVCs computed at the equilibrium geometry changes these constants only by roughly 3.5%, and consequently the ZPVCs can be safely neglected for hydrogens of this kind in the allylic radicals. On the other hand, for the allylic hydrogens, an account of ZPVCs significantly alter the isotropic HFCCs and these constants increase or decrease by up to almost 30%, being in many cases still very small. An account of ZPVCs is thus essential for obtaining trustworthy theoretical results. Taking this into account, we conclude that the ZPVCs can significantly alter the values of the isotropic HFCCs of specific hydrogens, and consequently the development of analytic methods for evaluation of these corrections are desirable, following e.g. the strategy of Thorvaldsen et al.,81 as the numerical approach applied in this work is computationally too expensive for large radicals with more than 30–40 atoms.
V. Guidelines for identifying large ZPVCs to hydrogen HFCCs in π-type radicals

Based on the analysis of our data, we now present a set of simple rules for an approximate identification of hydrogens with isotropic HFCCs in π-type organic radicals that are significantly affected by ZPVCs. The determination of the magnitude of the hydrogen HFCC ZPVCs follow a four-step procedure that requires knowledge of the localization of the π orbitals in which the unpaired electron resides, and a knowledge of the vibrational modes of the radical. Our proposed procedure can be summarized as:

1. Is the absolute value of the isotropic HFCC larger than 20 G? If yes, then the zero-point vibrational corrections are relatively small for this constant and can be safely neglected. If no, proceed to second step.

2. Is the absolute value of the isotropic HFCC smaller than 3 G? If yes, then proceed to third step. If no, then proceed directly to the fourth step.

3. If the hydrogen of interest is at least 2.5 Å away from the SOMO orbital, then its ZPVCs can be neglected. If this is not the case, proceed to the fourth step.

4. If the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of the hydrogen is determined solely by spin polarization effects, then identify the vibrational modes which generate the geometry distortions capable of introducing a large direct spin-density contribution to the isotropic HFCC. If no modes can be identified, the ZPVC is expected to be small and can be neglected, otherwise one needs to perform calculations of ZPVCs to the isotropic HFCCs taking into account the identified vibrational modes. If the isotropic hyperfine coupling constant of the hydrogen is determined by both direct spin-density and spin-polarization contributions, then the ZPVCs to these constants most likely have multimode nature and can be estimated only by means of a full-scale calculations of the ZPVCs.

We believe these guidelines for identifying hydrogens with significant ZPVC contributions to the isotropic HFCCs will allow problematic hydrogens in organic radicals to be easily noted and aid in the analysis of experimentally measured results. Moreover, they can provide an indication as to whether ZPVCs need to be taken into account in a calculation of isotropic HFCCs of hydrogens. These guidelines can also allow us to select more reliable experimental reference data improving the computational protocols needed for calculation of HFCCs in terms of exchange–correlation functionals and basis sets.

VI. Conclusions

This paper has presented the first systematic study of zero-point vibration effects on isotropic hyperfine coupling constants in small and medium-sized molecules, using allylic radicals as model systems. The analysis indicates that the widely accepted strategy for investigating hyperfine coupling constants of organic radicals in which zero-point vibrational corrections are simply neglected is not entirely satisfactory and leads to additional errors in practical calculations, which can affect the accuracy of the results obtained. The numerical methodology developed in this work for evaluating zero-point vibrational corrections to isotropic hyperfine coupling constants is applicable to small and medium sized radicals with up to 30–40 atoms. Its efficiency has been demonstrated by calculations of zero-point vibrational corrections to hydrogens hyperfine coupling constants in the 1-hydronaphthyl radical, which probably is the largest of this kind performed until now. However, for even larger radicals, the numerical methodology for evaluating zero-point vibration corrections described in this work becomes computationally too expensive and development of novel analytical approaches capable of evaluating these corrections are therefore desirable. In order to fill this gap and to allow at least for an approximate estimation of zero-point vibrational corrections to isotropic hyperfine coupling constants we have designed, based on the analysis of these corrections in allylic radicals, a set of guidelines for identification of hydrogens which can be expected to exhibit significant zero-point vibrational corrections. We believe these guidelines can serve as a convenient tool for experimentalists and theoreticians alike in their investigations of organic radicals and thus promote a more rigorous understanding of the interplay of different effects in calculations of hyperfine coupling constants of radicals.
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